Primary care family physicians and 2 hospitalist models: Comparison of outcomes, processes, and costs
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KEY POINTS FOR CLINICIANS

- Family practice primary care physicians, rotating family practice faculty hospitalists, and full-time specialist hospitalists provide comparable care for inpatients with pneumonia.
- Subspecialist hospitalists have higher hospital charges and longer lengths of stay and use more resources.
- The use of hospitalists by hospital systems or insurers should not be mandated.
- Hospitalists and primary care physicians can better counsel inpatients about lifestyle modification and end-of-life issues.

OBJECTIVES To compare the care provided by family practice primary care physicians with that provided by 2 hospitalist models: critical care hospitalists and rotating residency faculty family physician hospitalists.

STUDY DESIGN Retrospective chart review. A health maintenance organization mandated that all patients be admitted to a critical care hospitalist team. The family physician hospitalists admitted all other residency patients and patients of some community family physicians. The primary care physicians admitted all their other patients. We adjusted for disease severity by using the Pneumonia Severity Index, age, sex, and comorbidities.

POPULATION Adults admitted with pneumonia to our private urban community hospital. Exclusions included patients with nosocomial pneumonia, human immunodeficiency virus, and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome.

OUTCOMES MEASURED Primary (adjusted for age, sex, comorbidities, and disease severity): hospital charges, length of stay, in-hospital mortality, readmissions, and returns to the emergency room. Secondary: chest radiographs, intensive care use, blood and sputum cultures, compliance with American Thoracic Society guidelines, lifestyle and end-of-life counseling.

RESULTS Of 97 patients, 21 were admitted to the critical care hospitalists, 53 to the family physician hospitalists, and 23 to primary care physicians. The mean charge ($5680) by the primary care physicians was significantly lower than that of the critical care hospitalists ($10,231; $ = .005) and trended toward being lower than that of the family physician hospitalists ($7699; $ = .08). The patients of critical care and family physician hospitalists had longer mean lengths of stay (critical care hospitalists, 3.8 days; family physician hospitalists, 3.9 days) than did those of the primary care physicians (2.6 days; $ = .04 and .01, respectively). Compared with the primary care physicians, the critical care hospitalists were more likely to obtain at least 2 chest x-rays (odds ratio, 4.1; 95% confidence interval, 1.1–15.5) and trended toward increased odds of lengthy stay in the intensive care unit (odds ratio, 2.9; 95% confidence interval, 0.6–14.6). We found no other significant differences in primary or secondary outcomes.

CONCLUSIONS Claims of better and cheaper care by hospitalists need further investigation. Meanwhile, the use of hospitalists should not be mandated, and the use of family physicians as hospitalists should be considered a good alternative to the use of subspecialists.

KEY WORDS Hospitalists, family practice, pneumonia, health services research. (J Fam Pract 2002; 51:1021–1027)

The hospitalist movement has promised to improve the quality of inpatient care, increase patient satisfaction, and decrease costs. Many hospitals, practices, and managed care corporations have adopted this model of care, but whether this model has fulfilled its promises is unknown. Those who favor hospitalists have argued that hospitalists offer more efficient care by increasing quality and decreasing costs. Detractors are concerned about potential substandard quality through aggressive discharge policies and loss of continuity of care. Unfortunately, both positions are based largely on untested assumptions. We identified 6 peer-reviewed articles directly comparing hospitalists and primary care physicians.1-6
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Another 314 were descriptive studies, editorials, letters, and news pieces arguing about the potential risks and benefits of the hospitalist movement.

Hospitalists have been described as physicians who spend over one fourth of their time exclusively in the hospital caring for other physicians’ patients only during that admission.9 Others believe the hospitalist movement more accurately encompasses a broad spectrum of how inpatient care is organized, including primary care physicians managing their own inpatients and seeing clinic patients, primary care physicians sharing week- or month-long periods of exclusive hospital care with partners, or excluding the primary care physician from inpatient care by using dedicated inpatient-only physicians who may be family physicians, interns, or specialists.

The scant literature comparing care provided by hospitalists and primary care physicians has several methodologic constraints including before and after designs that may have time-effect bias,11–15 inappropriately assigning subspecialists to the primary care group,1 restricting efficiency tools such as nurse managers and discharge planners to the intervention group,15 failing to account for differential involvement of house staff,11 using possibly unreliable outcomes,6 and relying exclusively on claims data.11,14 Two recent studies avoided many of these pitfalls and found no differences between these multiple models of inpatient care.

METHODS

Setting

In 1997 a large regional health maintenance organization in Colorado mandated that all its inpatients be admitted by a pulmonology or critical care hospitalist team to the exclusion of their primary care physicians. Rose Medical Center, a 420-bed private community hospital in Denver, Colorado, serves as a family practice residency training site in which residents care for patients under the guidance of their own family physicians for whom the family physician hospitalists originated from the residency’s continuity clinic, and others came from the practices of approximately 30 community family physicians for whom the family physician hospitalist acts as a hospitalist service. Community family medicine primary care physicians cared for their own patients and continued their outpatient practices. Family medicine house staff was involved in the care of inpatients from all groups.

Patients’ insurance plans rather than physician referral or self-referral determined whether they were assigned to the critical care hospitalist, family physician hospitalist, or primary care physician group. Accordingly, there were instances when a primary care physician had some patients admitted to the critical care hospitalist because the patient was a member of this particular health maintenance organization and also because the physician cared directly for his other patients in the hospital.

Outcome measures

We looked at 5 primary patient- and policy-oriented outcomes that have been validated as indicators of quality of inpatient care: in-hospital mortality, length of stay, hospital charges, 7-day readmissions, and 7- and 30-day returns to the emergency department.8,9 We included Colorado data from the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project, when available, to serve as a reference standard.20 In addition, we chose 7 validated secondary “process
of care" outcomes to further describe the practice behaviors of the 3 groups: documentation of lifestyle modification counseling (tobacco cessation, exercise, etc), documentation of end-of-life counseling, compliance with contemporary guidelines from the American Thoracic Society for treating community-acquired pneumonia, length of stay in intensive care, and the use of chest radiographs and blood and sputum cultures.

Statistical methods
All statistical analyses were performed with SAS version 6.12. Patient demographic and clinical characteristics were analyzed with chi-square test and analysis of variance, when appropriate. We controlled for disease severity with the PSI, a well-validated, population-based severity of illness score for inpatients with pneumonia.

Multiple and logistic regressions were used to
control for disease severity and potential confounders. Our models included the PSI class and those characteristics that were statistically significantly different (ie, diagnosis of hypertension) or showed a trend toward difference and were felt to be potentially clinically significant (diagnosis of diabetes, effusion on chest x-ray, mental status at admission), in addition to sex and age. Logarithmic transformations of non-normal data were conducted, when appropriate. We eliminated as extreme outliers 3 cases (2 under the care of critical care hospitalists and 1 under the care of family physicians) whose outcomes were 2 standard deviations or more beyond the mean. For example, 1 patient had a rare clotting disorder, stayed in intensive care for 30 days, required an orphan drug at $6000 per dose, and had charges well in excess of $1 million. This study was approved by the Rose Medical Center and Health One Institutional Review Board.

RESULTS

Demographic and clinical characteristics

Table 1 provides the demographic and clinical descriptions of patients admitted by the different admitting physician models. Patients in the different groups were similar, with 2 exceptions: hypertension was significantly more common in the critical care hospitalist group than in the other groups (P < .05), and there was a trend toward more diabetes in the critical care hospitalist group that did not quite reach statistical significance. Nonsignificant trends also existed for PSI, effusion on chest x-ray, and mental status, with more effusions and acute mental status changes occurring in the critical care hospitalist group, more chronic altered mental status in the family physician hospitalist group, and greater severity of illness in the critical care hospitalist group. Otherwise, demographics, disease severity, and comorbidities were comparable.

Primary outcomes

After controlling for severity of illness and intergroup differences, we found that the critical care hospitalist team had the highest mean hospital charge ($10,231), followed by the family physician hospitalist ($7699) and the primary care physician ($5680) groups (Figure 1). The difference in charges between the primary care physician and the critical care hospitalist groups was statistically significant (P = .005) and approached significance between the primary care physician and family physician hospitalist groups (P = .08). The critical care hospitalist and family physician hospitalist groups had longer mean lengths of stay than did the primary care physician group (P = .04 and .01, respectively; Figure 2). The other primary outcomes were rare: 1 primary care physician patient died (4.5%), 2 critical care hospitalist patients died (9.5%) and no family physician hospitalist patients died; no primary care physician patients were readmitted, 1 critical care hospitalist patient was readmitted (4.8%), and 2 family physician hospitalist patients were readmitted (3.8%). There was 1 return to the emergency room in the cohort, in the family physician hospitalist group (1.9%). No intergroup comparisons between these unadjusted rates were statistically significant (P > .05).

Secondary outcomes

After controlling for severity of illness and intergroup differences, we found that the critical care hospitalists were more likely to obtain 2 or more chest x-rays than the primary care physicians. There were nonsignificant trends toward longer stays in intensive care, greater likelihood of obtain-
ing sputum cultures, and documenting end-of-life counseling by the critical care hospitalists compared with the primary care physicians. For the family physician hospitalists, there were nonsignificant trends toward better compliance with American Thoracic Society antibiotic guidelines and greater likelihood of documenting end-of-life and lifestyle modification counseling compared with the primary care physicians (Table 2).

**DISCUSSION**

Our study provided a unique perspective on the impact of different models of caring for inpatients on the quality, processes, and cost of care. We believe this is the first study to successfully address several methodologic limitations of previous studies: potential time-effect bias, inappropriate controls, differential assignment of house staff and case management resources, unvalidated outcomes, and lack of clinical data.

In addition, we reduced the potential biases inherent in comparing different hospitals and different outpatient physician specialties and used a standardized chart abstraction instrument to avoid the problems inherent in using claims data. As a result, we were able to examine processes of care and use the PSI, an extensively validated tool, to control for disease severity. This study represents an effectiveness study of a real-life intervention by a health maintenance organization to mandate the use of hospitalists. Although the retrospective design of this study may create the potential for bias, there was inadequate advanced notice of the implementation of this hospitalist plan to allow for prospective analysis. Despite not being randomly assigned to 1 of the 3 groups, patients were quite similar with the exceptions of hypertension and possibly diabetes and PSI, which we controlled for in the statistical analysis.

Unfortunately, this was a small study that lacked sufficient power to detect modest differences between groups because the health maintenance organization sponsoring the critical care hospitalist group abandoned the program after 1 year. In addition, the differences in disease severity might have been significant in a larger sample. However, even after controlling for these differences statistically, we found no large differences for mortality.
Despite insufficient power to observe statistically significant differences in these relatively rare but important pneumonia outcomes, we did detect a substantial difference in adjusted hospital charges and a modest difference in length of stay. Subspecialist hospitalists had significantly higher adjusted charges than did primary care family physicians. Although the comparison across groups failed to show statistically significant differences, we did see a trend of increasing charges as the degree of hospitalization increased. These higher costs may be explained in part by primary care physicians advising shorter lengths of stay and the subspecialists’ increased use of multiple chest x-rays and trends toward greater use of other resources (eg, intensive care and blood and sputum cultures). Alternatively, some of the difference in charges may reflect differing levels of continuity; the critical care hospitalists had no outpatient continuity with their inpatients, whereas the family physician hospitalists had continuity relationships with some inpatients and the primary care physicians had relationships with all their inpatients. Thus the primary care physicians and, to a lesser extent, the family physician hospitalists may have had information about prior care. Hence, knowledge of previous antibiotic use might argue for the low yield of blood and sputum cultures, and having obtained an outpatient x-ray might obviate the need for another in the hospital. The critical care hospitalists’ increased length of stay and x-ray use, in conjunction with the trend toward greater use of cultures and intensive care, may in turn reflect different degrees of comfort with uncertainty between family physicians and subspecialists. Also, we examined only hospital charges rather than total costs to the system. Interestingly, we found a trend showing that family physician hospitalists were more likely to document lifestyle modification counseling than were primary care physicians. This result should be interpreted with some caution. Our findings may indicate a true lack of performance by primary care physicians, or they may show a failure to document advice on the hospital chart, reflecting some aspect of the continuity relationship in which such discussions are relegated to the outpatient setting.
We also were surprised to see the trend toward decreased end-of-life counseling by the primary care physicians. This could reflect some adverse effect of continuity, the time constraints imposed on nonhospitalists, or not documenting outpatient counseling on the inpatient record.

There were other potential sources of confounding in this study. All patients in the critical care hospitalist group were members of the same health maintenance organization, which may have introduced unmeasured bias despite our attempts to control for differences between groups. Even though we purposefully avoided differential use of house staff, its involvement in each case may have decreased any potential differences across practices.

We draw 2 important conclusions from our results. First, our findings of increased costs and length of stay for mandated hospitalists without significantly different outcomes support the assertion of the American Academy of Family Physicians, the American College of Physicians–American Society of Internal Medicine, the American Medical Association, and the National Association of Inpatient Physicians: the practice of mandating the use of hospitalists should be abandoned pending larger, more comprehensive contemporaneous trials. Second, if hospitalists are to be employed on a voluntary basis, the use of subspecialists rather than generalists may result in more costly care.
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